
   

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Sustainability, skills and teamwork: 

Key insights from Sellafield Ltd's Supply Chain Director 
 

 
 
 

  



   

 

   

 

In recent years, the Procurement and Supply Chain (P&SC) sector has faced a variety of challenges. 
These have ranged from a dearth of candidates for roles and reliance on outdated processes, to increased 
Brexit uncertainty and the impact of automation on P&SC professionals.  
 
While the Covid-19 crisis has created another hurdle for the industry, it has also constituted an opportunity 
for Procurement leaders to respond, adapt, and raise the function’s profile.     
 
To further explore the challenges facing the sector, we spoke to Susan Lussem, Supply Chain Director at 
Sellafield Ltd.  
 
For almost 80 years Sellafield has been a pioneer in the nuclear power sector, facilitating national defence, 
generating electricity, and supporting a local economy.  
 
In recent years it has also exemplified the work that an organisation can do to align itself with the evolving 

demands of the market, a process to which Susan and the Supply Chain Directorate have been 
essential. 
 
Susan has led a varied career, holding senior positions in Procurement and Supply Chain Management at 
several commercial leaders, including BP, African Minerals, Kumba, and Anglo American.  
 
Having excelled in many competitive and often male-dominated commercial environments, Susan is now 
building a team within the Supply Chain function at Sellafield Ltd.  
 
Daniel Wood, Director for Michael Page Procurement and Supply Chain, and Richard Jones, Senior 
Consultant at Michael Page Procurement & Supply Chain, recently interviewed Susan, discussing the key 
responsibilities of the Supply Chain team, top priorities for the sector, its talent landscape, and much more.   
 
What roles and responsibilities does the procurement function hold within Sellafield Ltd? How do 
you split the function out?   

 
Susan comments: “We operate a category management approach and have lead team members who 
oversee the work of category managers. We employ a sourcing team to assist category teams with 
managing larger procurements. In addition, there are functional teams supporting the Supply Chain 
Directorate such as risk management, supply chain development, strategy and supplier relationship 
management.” 
 
What advice would you give to other, more junior women in the industry? 
 
“Ensure that you gain the relevant qualifications for your role, seek out a suitable mentor within the 
business who can provide advice and support, and above all, pursue a career path in an area that you are 
passionate about. Also, look for external opportunities that will help expand your knowledge of the wider 
nuclear industry, grow your professional network and support your continued professional development.” 
  
What are you most passionate about when it comes to procurement, and what do you think are the 
key focus areas for the function right now? 
 
“I am most passionate about the positive impact we can make both in the business we work in, and the 
wider community we operate in. The key area of focus for procurement teams should be risk and supply 
chain vulnerability to ensure that suppliers have robust contingency plans in place.”   
 
What are your team and organisation doing with regards to sustainable procurement?   

 
“Under the auspices of our Supplier Relationship Management programme we have taken steps to ensure 
that key suppliers are meeting ethical standards.  
 



   

 

   

 

We have led the way for our suppliers in implementing social value activities and will replicate this work in 
economic and environmental terms. 
 
A successful applicant to the role of head of supply chain development and innovation will take a lead in 
setting and delivering our environmental, social and economic responsibilities within our supply chain 
strategy, in collaboration with our suppliers.”  
  
What skills do you consider essential to be a procurement leader? What do you look for when 
hiring?   
 
“This year we launched our new manifesto and I sponsor the theme: ‘We are clear what we are here to do’. 
Clear communication is crucial to driving our value at Sellafield - in creating a clean and safe environment 
for future generations. Experience across a range of sectors is important in being able to bring new thinking 
and innovative approaches.  
 
The ability to lead people is also key. Our leaders must lead by example and motivate our teams. Passion 
and enthusiasm have a positive impact on the work we do in the Supply Chain Directorate to making 
Sellafield safer, sooner.” 
 
What role has the procurement function played in enabling Sellafield Ltd to face the pandemic?   
  
“From March, the Supply Chain Directorate met daily to support the response to the first lockdown, with the 
main Sellafield site reduced to minimum operations and many supply chain workfaces unavailable. 
 
The team were also responsible for implementing the Public Procurement Notices to support our supply 
chain. The work of the directorate during this period focused on minimising the impact of Covid-19 on our 
supply chain whilst ensuring Sellafield had access to critical goods and services.” 
 
Do you have a personal motto that you live by? If so, what is it?    

 
 “If you want to go quickly, go alone. If you want to go far, go together.”  

 
We have to go far — quickly. That means we have to quickly find a way to change what needs changing 
and be clear on why we have to work together to solve it. 
 
As a part of her mission at Sellafield Ltd, Susan is currently making key hires within the Supply Chain 
function. If you are an experienced leader in the sector looking for your next career jump, take a look at 
Sellafield Ltd’s profile on the Michael Page website, or reach out for an anonymous discussion.  
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